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0. INTRODUCTION 
IN THIS paper, we present a new method for computing topological fundamental groups of 
complex algebraic varieties, and give some applications. Throughout this paper, we work 
over the complex number field C. 
The main result of this paper is as follows. Let F be a non-singular connected 
quasi-projective variety of dimension > 2, and let W be a reduced effective divisor in the 
product F x AN of F and an affine space AN. This divisor W may possibly be reducible. For 
a point a E AN, we denote by W, the scheme theoretic intersection W n (F x {a}), which will 
be regarded as a subscheme of F by the obvious isomorphism F z F x {a}. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that (1) there exists a non-singular projective compact$cation F of 
F such that F\F is of codimension > 2 in P, and (2) the locus of all a E AN such that W, is not 
a reduced divisor in F is of codimension 2 2 in AN. Then the natural homomorphism 
n,(F\ W,) + x,((F x AN)\ W) induced by the inclusion is an isomorphism for a general 
aEAN. 
Note that, by assumption (2), W has no vertical components; that is, every irreducible 
component of W is mapped dominantly onto AN by the second projection. 
In the course of the proof of Theorem 1, we prove the classical result of van 
Kampen-Zariski [2, Chap. 4 (3.15)] about presentation of fundamental groups of comp- 
lements of projective plane curves. 
As an application of Theorem 1, we shall prove the following proposition. Let S* be an 
oriented 2-sphere. We fix a collection of finite sets of points Ki c S* (i = 1, . . . , m) such that 
Ki n Kj = 8 for i # j and Card Ki = di, and denote by M(O; d 1, . . . , d,) the generalized 
mapping class group; that is, the group of homotopy equivalence classes of orientation- 
preserving self-homeomorphisms a of S* such that a(Ki) = Ki for each i. 
We consider general hypersurfaces vi c P” (i = 1, . . . ,m) of degree di. We denote by 
V the m-tuple ( Y1, . . . , V,). Let U(Y) c Grass (P, P’“) denote the locus of all lines which 
intersect Vr u ... u V, at distinct dI + ... + d, points. For a point P E P”, we denote by 
U,(V) c U(V) the variety of all lines in U( I’) which pass through P. 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that n > 3 and Edi > 3. Suppose also that 5 (i = 1, . . . ,m) are 
general enough. 
(1) The natural monodromy representation xl (U( I-‘)) + M(O; dI, . . . , d,) is surjective and 
its kernel is an abelian group which is generated by at most m elements. Moreover, the kernel is 
contained in the center of nI(t.J( V)). 
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(2) ZfP is also general, the monodromy representation nl(Up( V)) + M(0; 1, dl, . . . , d,) is 
an isomorphism. 
Consider the case when m = 1. Then M(0; 1, d) is isomorphic to the quotient of the braid 
group Bd of the Euclidian 2-plane with d strings by its center (cf. [7]), and U,(V) is the 
compliment of the branch locus of the projection V, + IV-’ from the center P. Therefore, 
as for assertion (2), this case has already been proved by Moishezon [7]. Our proof is, 
however, completely different from his proof. 
Note that these results hold only for n > 3. Consider the case when n = 2. For example, 
let C c P* be a general projective plane curve of degree d and let c’ c P* be its dual. It is 
easy to see that the natural monodromy representation ~r~(@*\c) + M(O;d) is surjective, 
and therefore, rr,(@‘*\c) is non-abelian for d 2 3. However, it seems that the kernel of this 
representation is very large, and rrl(l@*\c) is much more complicated than the mapping 
class group’M(0; d). 
As another application of Theorem 1, we shall give an alternative proof for the following 
result due to Nemethi [S]. Let p, q be two positive integers. Following Oka [ll], we 
introduce the group G(p,q):= (B,(ai)iax:fi = U~-~**. alao, Rl,R2) where Rl and R2 are 
the following relations; 
R,: Ui= Ui+* for any i E Z 
R2: Ui+p=fiUifi-' for any iEZ. 
It is easy to see that the cyclic subgroup @‘Q c G(p, q) generated by /I’ is a normal 
subgroup isomorphic to Z. We put C?(p,q):= G(p, q)/(fiq). If p and q are prime to each 
other, then G”(p,q) is isomorphic to the free product (Z/(p))*@/(q)) (cf. [2, Chap. 4 (2.20)]). 
PROPOSITION 2 (Nemethi). Letf(X, Y, 2) and g(X, Y, Z) be general homogeneous poly- 
nomials of degree p >, 2 and q 2 2, respectively. Then the fundamental group of the comp- 
lement of the projective plane curve deJined by f q + gp = 0 is isomorphic to G”(p, q). 
When p = 2 and q = 3, this result is the classical one due to Zariski [12]. In [lo, 111, 
Oka computed fundamental groups of complements of certain singular plane curves; for 
example, the curve defined by (Xp + Yp)‘r + (X9 + Zq)p = 0. After their work, Nemethi gave 
a simple proof for Proposition 2. We will give a new proof to this proposition. 
In Section 1, we consider the following more general questions. Let Y and B be 
non-singular connected algebraic varieties, and p : Y + B a dominant morphism such that 
a general fiber is connected. Let Y, be the fiber over a general point o E B. When is the 
natural homomorphism rrl (Y,) + xl(Y) injective? If it is not injective, then how can one 
describe the kernel? Under certain assumptions, we can give a clear answer to these 
questions, which is stated as Theorems 2 and 3. This Theorem 2 gives a proof for the van 
Kampen-Zariski theorem. The most crucial assumption for Theorems 2 and 3 is the 
existence of a continuous section of p. If p: Y --* B is a locally trivial fiber space with 
a continuous section s : B + Y, then the injectivity of rrl( Y,) + x1(Y) follows immediately 
from the splitting of the homotopy exact sequence. Roughly speaking, the corollary in 
Section 1 tells us how far p : Y + B can be different from a locally trivial fiber space, keeping 
7c1( Y,) + nl( Y) injective. In Section 2, we prove Theorem 1 above, using the corollary in 
Section 1. The point is to construct a section of the projection (F x AN)\ W + AN over an 
open subset of AN which is large enough to approximate the whole space. In Sections 3 and 
4, we prove Propositions 1 and 2, respectively. The idea of the both proofs is as follows. 
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First, for each proposition, we construct (F x AN)\ W such that the space in the proposition 
is a general fiber of the second projection (F x AN)\ W + AN. Using Theorem 1, we reduce 
the problem to the computation of n1 ((F x AN)\ W). Then, in both cases, it turns out that 
the first projection (F x AN)\ W + F becomes a locally trivial fiber space and its fiber has 
a well-known fundamental group. Thus we can calculate nl ((F x AN)\ W). 
Conventions. (i) Let X, Y and Z be topological spaces, and f: X + Y, g : Z + Y con- 
tinuous maps. We say thatfis a locally trivial fiber space over g : Z + Y (or simply over Z) 
if the pull-back X XY Z + Z off by g is a locally trivial fiber space. 
(ii) Let I be the closed interval [0, l] c R. For two paths a: I + X and fi: I -P X in 
a topological space X such that a(1) = p(O), we denote byfl. a the path 
a(2t) 
‘*‘@) = P(2t - 1) I 
for 0 < t < l/2 
for l/2 < t < 1. 
(iii) For a path a : I + X, we denote by [a] the homotopy equivalence class of a relative 
to the boundary points (i.e. with a(0) and a(1) fixed). 
(iv) Let T be a real algebraic variety. A subset S c T is called semi-algebraic if there 
exists a Zariski open covering T = IJ Vi such that each Vi is an algebraic subset of R”’ and 
Ui n S c W is semi-algebraic. (See [S] for the definition of semi-algebraic subsets in a real 
affine space.) If T is an algebraic variety of dimension n over @, we can regard T as 
a 2n-dimensional real algebraic variety by the restriction of scalars. 
1. FUNDAMENTAL GROUPS OF ALGEBRAIC FIBER SPACES 
1.1. Statement of the results and applications. 
Let Y and B be non-singular connected algebraic varieties, and p: Y + B a dominant 
morphism. For a point b E B, we denote by Y, the fiber p-‘(b). Then there exists a Zariski 
closed subset D t B of codimension > 1 such that p: Y + B is a locally trivial fiber space 
over B\D. In particular, p is smooth over B\D. We put 
Sing p:= (y E Y: p is not smooth at y}. 
Let U c B be a classically open subset. We fix a general point o E U\D. Suppose that 
(S) there is a continuous section s: U + p -‘(U)ofpoverUsuchthats(U)nSingp=@ 
Then the fundamental group z1 (U\D, o) acts on rrl (Y,, s(o)) from left in a natural way. We 
denote this action by 
a H /I,(a) for aEnl(Y,,s(o)) and BEX~(U\D,O). 
Let Q be the subgroup of rcl( Y,, s(o)) generated by the elements 
{a-’ .B,(a): a o x1(x, s(o)), B l Ker (nl(U\R 4 -, al&J, o))}. 
Note that, under Assumption (S), Yb is non-empty for all b E U. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose Assumption (S) above. Suppose also that (2.1) Sing p n p-‘(U) is 
of codimension > 2 in p- l (U ), and (2.2) the locus of all b E U such that Y, is not irreducible is 
ofcodimension > 2 in U. Then the kernel of the homomorphism q( Y,, s(o)) + q(p- ‘(U), 
s(o)) coincides with Q. 
We now consider the case when Y is the complement X\ W of a reduced divisor 
W (possibly empty) in a non-singular variety X, and p is the restriction to Y of a proper 
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surjective morphism fi : X + B. For a point b E B, we denote the scheme-theoretic fibers by 
X,:=p-‘(b) and Wb:=Xbn W. 
Then Y, = X,\ W,. If b E B is a general point, then W, t X, is a reduced divisor, or an 
empty set. (The later case occurs when d 1 w : W -P B is not dominant.) There exists a Zariski 
closed subset 0” c B of codimension > 1, which contains D, such that p : Y + B, p : X + B 
and PI Iy : W -P B are locally trivial fiber spaces over B\fi. In particular, fi is smooth over 
B\i?, and W, c Xb is a reduced divisor or an empty set for all b E B\6. As above, let 
Sing p c X be the locus of all points of X at which p is not smooth. We also put 
D,:= (bEB; W,#(band W, c X, is not a reduced divisor). 
We choose a general point o E U\fi. Note that D,, is contained in fi, and hence there is 
a natural homomorphism a, (U \fi, o) + z1 (U \DnP, 0). 
THEOREM 3. Suppose Assumption (S) above, and that (3.1) Sing 8 n fi- l(U) is of codimen- 
sion 2 3 in p-‘(U), and (3.2) fl is locally projective with connected generaljibers. Then the 
action of Ker(n,(U\&o) + 7c1 (U, 0)) on al (Y,, s(0)) factors as follows; 
Ker(nl(U\&o) -+ a~(U,o)) - Au XI (Y,, s(o)) 
1 / 
Ke& (U\D,,, o) - ZI (UP 0)). 
The following corollary will be used in the proof of Theorem 1 in Section 2. 
COROLLARY. Suppose Assumptions (S), (3.1), (3.2) and that (Cl) D,, n U c U is of 
codimension > 2. Then the natural homomorphism q(YO, s(o)) + ~(P-~(U), s(o)) is injec- 
tive. 
We shall derive the corollary from Theorems 2 and 3 here. 
Proof of Corollary. Under assumption (C.l), the homomorphism q (U \D.,, o) -+ 
n 1 (U, o) is an isomorphism. Hence, by Theorem 3, the subgroup Q is trivial. Therefore, it is 
enough to show that Assumptions (3.1) and (3.2) imply (2.1) and (2.2) so that we can apply 
Theorem 2 to this situation. Assumption (2.1) follows trivially from (3.1). Consider the 
following loci in U: 
El := {b E U: dimX, > dimX,}, 
Ez := (b E U\&: dim(Xb n Sing @) > dim X0 - 2}, 
& := {b E U\&: X,, is not irreducible}, 
‘&:= {b E U: I$ is not irreducible}. 
It is obvious that E1 is of codimension > 2. By (3.1), & is also of codimension 2 2. By (3.2), 
if & had an irreducible component 5; of codimension 1, a fiber X, over a general point 
b E Ej should have two different irreducible components which intersect in a locus of 
codimension 1 in X,. Thus & would be contained in 3,. Thus & is of codimension > 2. 
Since & is contained in 8, u &, (2.2) holds. cl 
Theorem 2 also implies the van Kampen-Zariski theorem (cf. [2, Chap. 4 (3.15)]), which 
was conjectured by Zariski [12] and proved by van Kampen [6]. Indeed, let C c Pz be 
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a projective plane curve, and let P be a point on the complement Y’:= P*\C. Let Y -+ Y’ 
be the blowing up at P, and let p: Y -+ P’ be the corresponding pencil. Since there exists 
a section s: P’ + Y of p given by the exceptional divisor, we can apply Theorem 2 to this 
situation with U = P’. Note that Y + Y’ induces an isomorphism 7~~ (Y,s(o)) z 7c1 (Y’, P). 
Hence the kernel of rr, (Y,, s(o)) + rrl( Y, s(o)) 2 rrl( Y’, P) coincides with Q. On the other 
hand, the surjectivity of this homomorphism follows from [9, Lemma 1.5(C)]. Thus we get 
the van Kampen-Zariski theorem. 
By the same argument, we can compute the fundamental group of a non-singular 
connected projective surface as a quotient of the fundamental group of a general hyperplane 
section, using the Lefschetz pencil; i.e. a pencil such that each of its singular members has no 
singular points other than one node. 
For the proof of these theorems, we use the following lemma very frequently. The proof 
is well-known, and so is omitted here. Recall that Z denotes the closed interval [0, 11. 
LEMMA 1. Let T be a non-singular algebraic variety, and let S c T be a real semi- 
algebraic classically closed subset of real codimension c. Suppose that 4 : Zk + T is a continu- 
ous map such that d@Zk) n S = 0. If k < c (resp. k < c), then C#J can be deformed by a small 
perturbation homotopically relative to aZk to a continuous map $‘I Zk + T such that 
@(Zk) n S = 0 (resp. $‘-‘(#(Zk) n S) is aJinite set of points in zkjazk). 
1.2. Proof of Theorem 2. 
FororErrl(Y,,s(o))and/?EKer(rc,(U\D,o) + n,(U,o)),theimageofa-‘.&(cc)~Q by 
nl(YO,s(o)) + zl(p-‘(U),s(o)) is given by a-l .s*(/I).a.s,(/?)-‘, where s,:a,(U\D,o) + 
zl(p- l(U), s(o)) is the homomorphism induced by the section. Since s.+ factors as 
nr(U\D,o) + rcr(U,o) + ~l(p-l(U),s(o)), /? is contained in the kernel of s.,, and 
hence a-l .s*(/?).a.s,(fl)-’ is 1. Thus Q is contained in the kernel of nI(Y,,s(o)) -+ 
nI(P-‘(U), s(o)). 
We shall now prove the opposite inclusion. We put 
&:= {b E U: Y, is not irreducible} 
& := {b E U: dim( Y, n Singp) > dim YO}. 
Assumptions (2.1) and (2.2) imply that both loci are of codimension > 2 in U. 
Let y : (I, al) + ( YO,s(o)) be a loop which represents an element of the kernel of the 
homomorphism rrl( Y,, s(o)) + q(p- ‘(U), s(o)). Then there exists a continuous map 
f:(Z*,az*,~) -+ ww, ~a4) 
such that f I{O) x I = y, where K denotes (I x aZ) u ({l} x I). We put 
PI= pof:(z*,az*) -+ (u,o) 
Because o $ D, p is smooth over o, and hence y(Z) = f (aZ*) is disjoint from Sing p. By 
Lemma 1 and Assumption (2.1), deforming f homotopically relative to aZ*, we can 
assume that f (I*) n Singp = 0 and that p(Z*) is still contained in U. Then any small 
perturbation of p can be lifted to that off: By Lemma 1 again, we can assume that 
p-‘(p(Z*) n D) is a finite set of points in Z*\aZ* and that p(Z*) is disjoint from & u s:5, 
while f (I*) is still disjoint from Sing p. Then, for every a E I*, we see that 
Y,,,,\Singp c YPto) is a connected subset containing f (a) and g(a). (1.1) 
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(Recall that we have assumed s(U) n Singp = 8 in (S). Therefore, g(1*) n Singp = 8.) Let 
(a,, . . ..a.,,} be the set p-‘(~(1’) n D). We choose a small closed disk Ai c I* with the 
center ai, and a path wi : I + I2 from ei E aAi to e: E (0) x I such that each Wi is injective, 
wi(1) n aI* = {e:}, ai n Ai = {ei} and if i # j, then oi(Z) n Aj = @ and Oi(l) n Oj(Z) = 8. 
We make the numbering of ais in such a way that 0 < e; < e; < .*. < ek < 1 on (0) x I. 
ai 
I 
I 4--K 
I 
I 
I 
___A; 
wi 
,/ ci 
ei 
Fig. 1. 
We put 
I’:= 12\(aZ2 u UAi u u ai(Z 
i i 
Then Vis homeomorphic to an open unit disk in lR*. Let v be the closure of V in I*, and let 
ci : I + aAi be the loop from ei to ei turning around ai counter-clockwise along aAi. Let I”be 
another copy of I. Then there exists a continuous map 
l&P + Vcj1* 
such that 
l $ induces a homeomorphism between f*\ar”’ and V, 
l the restriction of IJ to J? = (?x ar’, u ((l} x r) coincides with the isomorphism between 
K” c f’ and K c I’, and 
l the restriction of $ to (0) x f coincides with the composition of paths 
&,+l.(W,.r,.O,l).&,... &J-(0*-~* .o;‘)-&*.(O1 -[I .o;‘).&l 
where si is the path from e:_i to ef along (0) x1. (Here we put eb = (0,O) E I* and 
&+I = (0,l) E I*.) 
Note that the image of p 0 $ does not intersect D. 
We shall construct a continuous map q : I x r2 + p- l(U) with the following properties: 
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(i) The diagram 
-2 tf Ix1 -p-‘(u) 
i= p u 
Q 
commutes; that is, i is a lifting of p 0 $0 pr2 : I x I”’ + U. 
(ii) On 8I x i2, q is given by 
for all u E i2. 
1(09 4 = s($(u)), 4% u) =f($(u)) 
(iii) If u E E, then ~(2, u) = s(o) for every r E I. 
WeputL:=(dZxi2)u(Zx~)cIx1”2,anddefinetll,:L~p-’(U)by(ii)and(iii). 
Since the image of p 0 $ is contained in U \D, p : Y + B is a locally trivial fiber space over 
p 0 II/ 0 pr2 : I x i’ + B. Because L is a strong deformation retract of I x r”=, we can extend 
~1~ to the lifting q over the whole space I x i’. Thus we have constructed q. 
For each u E i2, the restriction qIrx+,) :I + p-‘(U) is a path from g($(u)) tof($(u)) in 
the fiber YPCJICUjj. We shall denote this path by q(u). Let c: < ci < di < d: be the points on 
(0) x i c i2 such that 
ti(ci) = II/ = ei, Il/(c:) = Il/(dj) = el. 
Then the homotopy equivalence classes of compositions of paths [q(di)-‘. q(Ci)] and 
[q(dj)-‘.q(c;)] define elements of rri(Y p(erj, g(ei)) and x1 (I’,, s(o)), respectively. They 
correspond to each other via the isomorphism nr( YPtei),g(ei)) g rrl (Y,, s(o)) induced by the 
path p 0 Oi : I + B\D. Then, in rrl( Y,, s(o)), we have 
Indeed, let Y(&i) denote the path which is the segment of y : I + Y, from y(ef_ r)( =f(ef- i)) 
to y(e;)( =f(e;)). Then the path q(~j)~~(dj_,)-’ from y(e:_l) to y(e:) is homotopically 
equivalent in Y, to 7(&i) relative to the boundary points, because the loop Y(ci)-l. r](c:) . 
q(d:_ 1)- l is the boundary of the region ~(1 x ((0) x [df_ 1, c:])) c Y,. (See Fig. 2. We put 
db=(O,O)E~andc’,+, = (0,l) E i2. Then q(d6) and tl (CL, 1) are the constant paths at 
s(o).) Since y = y(s,+ i). y(e,) ... Y(Q), we get the equality above. 
Let [Si] E rcl (U\D, o) denote the homotopy equivalence class of the image of the loop 
Oi’{i’Oi-’ via p. It is clear that 
[ai] E Ker(ni (U\R 4 + ~1 (f-J, 4). 
Now the proof of Theorem 2 will be completed by the following claim. 
CLAIM. For each i = 1, . . . ,m, there exists an 
CV<d:)-’ .v<c:)I = (C~iI*(CRI))-’ ‘[ail* 
element [ai] E xl (Y,, s(o)) such that 
Proof of Claim. Let [ YPt,i,;g(eJ,f(ei)] be the set of homotopy equivalence classes 
(relative to the boundary points) of paths in YPceij from g(ei) tof(eJ. Because p: Y -+ B is 
a locally trivial fiber space over pldA, : 8Ai + B with sections fladi and gldAr, the group 
nl(aAi,ei) acts on [ Yp(eij;g(ei), f(ei)]. By definition, we have 
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Fig. 2. 
where [&I E nl(aAi,ei) is the counter-clockwise generator. The claim will be proved by 
showing that there exists 
Ctil E CYpced ;&iMei)l such that CCil*(C<il) = Ctil- 
Indeed, if such a [<i] exists, then we have in nl ( Ypce,), g(eJ) an equality 
Thus we can take as [ai] the image of [r,r’ e q(Ci)] via the isomorphism rrl(YP(,,,,g(ei)) 
N x1 (Y,, s(o)) induced by the path p 0 Wi : I -+ B\D. 
By (l.l), we can connect g(Ui) andf(aJ in YPCoiJ via a path [i: I + YpCaiJ which does not 
intersect Singp. Then, since Ai can be arbitrarily small, there is a small classically open 
neighborhood .N of z(1) in p-‘(U) such that pi&- : .Af -+ B is a trivial fiber space over 
plai:Ai + B and .N containsf(AJ and g(Ai). The path fi can be deformed to a path ti in 
JV n Yp(e*) connecting g(ei) and f(cJ. The class [ti] E [ Ypteij ;g(ei),f(cJ] satisfies 
C5il*(Ctil) =Ctil. 0 
1.3. Proof of Theorem 3. 
Let j3: I + LJ\o” be a loop from o to o which represents an element [/I] of 
Ker(ni(U\b,o) + rrl(U\Dnr,o)). It is enough to show that the action of C/3] on zl(YO,s(o)) 
is trivial. There is a continuous map 
h : (12, a2, K) + (U\D”,, u\B, 0) 
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such that hl{qxl = /.?. Recall that Ei, E2 and $s are of codimension 2 2 in U under 
assumptions (3.1) and (3.2). (See Section 1.1. for the definition of these loci.) Using Lemma 1, 
we can deform h by a small perturbation in U\D,, so that h- ‘(h(P) n fi) is a finite set of 
points (ql, . . . , qr} and h(q) is not contained in D,, u El u & u & for all q E Z2. Thus we 
see that, for every point q E Z2, 
Xhcqj is irreducible of dimension dim X0 
xh(q) n Sing d c xh(q) is of codimension > 2 
K(q) = xh(q) is a reduced divisor or an empty set. (1.2) 
Let Ai c I2 be a small closed disk with the center qi, and let fi E aA; be a point on the 
boundary. It is easy to see that, renumbering ql, . . . , qk if necessary, we have 
[p] = [Bk] a.. [B2] . [fill in nt (U\& o), where pi is a loop in U\o” which goes from o to h(J) 
in h(Z2), loops around 0” along h(aA;), and goes back to o on the same track. We shall prove 
that each [pi] E xi(U\6,0) acts on x1( Y,, s(o)) trivially. It is enough to show that the 
natural action of xi(aA:,i) on xl(YhC,#s(h(f,))) is trivial. 
By Assumption (3.2), there exists a Zariski open neighborhood Bi c B of h(qi) such that 
fi-‘(BJ can be embedded in Bi x PM over Bi so that the following diagram is commutative: 
Let G denote the Grassmannian variety of all linear subspaces in PM of codimension 
dim X0 - 1. For P E G and b E Bi, let Pb denote the space {b} x P c Bi x PM, and we put 
Pb n X, is a non-singular irreducible curve, and 
Pb n W, is a reduced divisor on it (or an empty set) * 
Note that G(b) c G is Zariski open. 
After deforming h : Z2 + U\D,, homotopically relative to aZ2 u {ql, . . . ,qk) c I2 by 
a small perturbation, deforming s: U + p- l(U) locally around h(qi) E U by a small per- 
turbation, and making A: smaller if necessary, we can find P” E G which satisfies the 
following conditions: 
(i) P” E G@(q)) for all q E A:, 
(ii) s(h(q)) E Pi,,, for all q E A:, and 
(iii) 711 (P&) n &), s@(q))) + x1( Yh(q), s@(q))) is surjective for all q E A:\(qi}. 
Indeed, by (l-2), G(h(qi)) c G is Zariski open dense. Hence the locus 
‘&I,):= {Y E yh,,,,; there exists P E G(h(qi)) such that Y E P,,fq,)} 
. . 
is Zanski open dense m Yh(&). Therefore, we can perturb s locally around h(qi) so that 
s(h(qi)) E yho(qf). Then there exists P” E G(h(qi)) such that s(h(qi)) E P&,,,. It is easy to see 
that the locus 
Bi(PO) I= {b E Bi; PO E G(b)} 
is a Zariski open subset of Bi containing h(qJ. If b’ is a point of Bi(P’)\fi, then 
TT~(P~, n Yas) + nl (Y,,) is surjective. (Note that, since Pf, n Yw is connected, the surjectivity 
of nl(PE, n Y,,,y) + xl(Ybt,y) does not depend on the choice of the base point 
y E P$ n Y,..) Indeed, since b’ 4 6, Y,, is non-singular and irreducible. Therefore, by [4, 
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Theorem 1.1(B)], there exists a Zariski open dense subset G,,(b’) of G such that 
xi(Pb, n YbP) + xl(Yb’) is surjective for all P E G,,(b’). On the other hand, since G(b’)nP’, 
G(b’) is non-empty and hence is Zariski open dense in G. In particular, G(b’) is connected. 
Note that the family of (punctured) non-singular algebraic curves {PbP n Y,.: P E G(W)} is 
a locally trivial fiber space over G(b’), and 
is a morphism of locally trivial fiber spaces over G(b’). Therefore, if x1 (Pb, n Y,.) + x1 ( Yba) 
is surjective for some P E G(V), then it is surjective for every P E G(b’). Since 
G(b’) n G,,(8) # 8 and P” E G(H), we see that nl(PtS n Ybp) + x1( Ybp) is surjective. Note 
that Bi(P”)\B is also Zariski open dense in Bi. Hence, by deforming h homotopically 
relative to 81’ u (ql, . . . , qk) and making Af small enough, we can assume that 
h(q) E Bi(PO) \B for all 4 E A:\{qi). (1.3) 
By making Ai smaller, we can re-deform s locally around h(qi) so that s@(q)) E P&) for all 
q E Ai, because of S(h(qi)) E P&,i,. Then, from (1.3), conditions (i)-(iii) hold for this PO. 
Note that the action of q(U\D, o) on xi (Y,, s(o)) is not affected by the above perturba- 
tion of s. By (i), the family of (punctured) non-singular algebraic curves {P&,, n Yhcq,}q.Ai 
form a trivial fiber space over A:. Hence the action of ni(aA:,f;) on Ili(Pgcfi, n 
Yh,f,,,s(h(f,))), which exists in virtue of (ii), is trivial. Then (iii) implies that the action of 
xi(dAf,fi) on ni(Yh(j,), s(h(f,))) is also trivial, because both actions are induced by the same 
section s. 0 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
For simplicity, we write A for AN. 
Let w t P x A be the reduced divisor whose support is the closure of the support of 
W c F x A. As before, we denote by m0 the scheme theoretic intersection # n (F x {u) ) for 
a point Q E A, which is regarded as a subscheme of F. Then, since F\F is of codimension 
3 2, ra c F is a reduced divisor if and only if so is W, c F. Moreover, we have natural 
isomorphisms x,(F\W~) z nl(F\ W,) and ni((Fx A)\p) z n,((F x A)\ W) induced by the 
inclusions. Thus, replacing F and W with F and m, we can and will assume that F is 
projective. 
We denote by Y the complement (F x A)\ W and by p : Y + A the restriction to Y of the 
second projection. For a E A, let Y, be the scheme-theoretic fiber p-‘(a). Let o E A be 
a general point and let y, E Y, be a base point. By assumption (2), the locus 
is of codimension 2 2 in A. Therefore, [9, Lemma 1.5(C)] implies that the natural 
homomorphism q( Y,, y,) + nl( Y, y,) is surjective. 
To show the injectivity, it is enough to construct the following data: 
l a real semi-algebraic and classically closed subset Q c A of real codimension > 3 such 
that o 4 R, 
l a sequence of classically open subsets Ui c U, c 1.. such that o E Ui and u zz 1 Ui = A\Ci, 
l sections si: Ui + p- ‘(Vi) of p over Ui such that Si(O) = y, for all i. 
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Indeed, let y : (I, 81) + (Y,, yo) be a loop which represents an element of the kernel of 
nl(K,yo) + MY, Y,). Since P-W) c Y is of real codimension 3 3, Lemma 1 implies that 
the natural homomorphism x1 (Y\p- l(Q), y,) + x1 (Y, yo) is an isomorphism. Therefore, 
y represents an element of the kernel of nr( Y,, yJ + rcr( Y\p-‘(Q),y&. Then there exists 
f: (i2, d12, K) + (Y\p-l(O), Y,, y,) such thatfl{e) xl = y. Since the imagef(12) is compact, 
there exists i such that f(l*) cz p-‘(Ui). Then y represents an element of the kernel of 
?(Y,,Y,) -P MP-r (Ui), yJ, which is an injection because of the corollary in Section 1. (We 
put X = I; x A and p” = pr,. Then b is projective and Sing p = 8. We have a continuous 
section Si of p over Ui- Assumption (2) in Theorem 1 implies Assumption (C.l) in the 
Corollary.) Therefore, [y] = 0 in rcr( Y,, yO). 
For the construction of the data, we embed F into a projective space PM. Let G denote 
the Grassmannian variety of (M - dim F + l)-dimensional inear subspaces in PM We 
choose a general linear subspace P E G and put C := P n F. Then C is a non-singular 
connected projective curve. We also put 
Yc:= (Cx A)\W 
and consider the projection pc : Yc + A. Let r be the degree of W,, considered as a sub- 
variety of PM via the above embedding of F, for a general a E A. Then the general fiber of pc 
is C minus r points. Let x E C be a general point. We consider the three loci 
D := the minimal Zariski closed subset of A 
such that p is a locally trivial fiber space over A\D 
DC := the minimal Zariski closed subset of A 
such that pc is a locally trivial fiber space over A\Dc 
D{,j := {a E A: x E Wa> 
all of which are Zariski closed of codimension 2 1 in A. 
We equip A with a standard distance. For a point a E A, let S, ( E SzN-‘) denote the unit 
sphere with the center a and let 
A\(a) 25, x R>o 
be the poIar coordinates. For a subset f c A such that a q! r, we put 
R,(T) := {a’ E A: there exists a” E I such that w,(u’) = ~,(a”) and rO(a’) 2 r&z”)} 
k=(f):= {a’ E &: there exists a” E I such that a’ = ~,(a”)>. 
If I c A is a Zariski closed subset of complex codimension > c, then both of R,(I) c A 
and &(f’) c S, are real semi-algebraic subsets of real codimension 2 2c - 1, and more- 
over, R,(T) c A is closed in the classical topology. 
Our first goal is to show the following claim. 
CLAIM. If we choose P E G, x E C = P n F and a E A generally enough, then R,,(D) n 
RJDc) n RJD{xj) c A is of real codimension 2 3. 
Proof. Since R,,(D) n R,(Dc) n R,(D{,)) c A being of real codimension 2 3 is an open 
condition for the choice of P, x and a, it is enough to show that there exists at least one such 
triple (P, x, a). 
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It is obvious that the locus 
Go := {P E G: P n F is a non-singular curve} 
is Zariski open dense in G. 
ForPEGandforxEF,weput 
A(P):={uEA:F~P~ Wa} 
and 
A,:= {u E A: x E wa> ( = &}) 
both of which are Zariski closed subsets of A. First, we shall show that there exists a Zariski 
open dense subset G’ c G such that, for all P E G’, A(P) c A is of codimension > 2. Since 
4~) = nXeFnP A,, it is enough to show that 
9 := {(x, y) E F x F: A, n A, c A is of codimension B 2) 
is a Zariski open dense subset of F x F. It is obvious that 9 is Zariski open. Therefore, we 
only have to show that 9 is non-empty. Recall that s = {u E A; W, = F} is of codimen- 
sion 2 2 in A. We choose a0 E A\E and x0 E F\ W,,. Since a0 $ A,,, A,, c A is of codimen- 
sion > 1. Let A,,, r, . . . , A,,,, be the irreducible components of A,, of dimension dim A - 1. 
Since E c A is of codimension 3 2, there exists a point oi E A,,,i\E for each i. Then 
F\(K, u ... u Wan) is non-empty. Let y. be a point of F\(W,, u -.. u Wan). Then 
ai E A,,, i\A,,, and hence A,, n A,,, i is of codimension 3 2 in A because A,,. i is irreducible. 
Thus (x0, yo) E 9. 
Second, we shall show that, for a general P E G, D n DC c A is of codimension > 2. Let 
D 1,. . ., D, be the irreducible components of D of codimension 1 in A. Recall that r is the 
degree of W, for a general a E A. By Assumption (2), if c(~ E Di is a general point of Dip then 
W,, c F is a reduced divisor. Therefore, there exists a Zariski open dense subset Gi of 
G such that all linear subspaces in Gi intersect Wai at distinct r points. The intersection 
Go n G’ n G1 n ... n G, is a Zariski open dense subset in G, from which we choose P. 
The locus 
Ec:=(u~A:Cc W,)=(UEA:P;‘(U)=@)(=A(P)) 
is of codimension B 2 in A because P E G’. Note that Ec c DC. A point a E A\Ec is 
contained in DC if and only if W, n P consists of points which are less than r in number. 
Since P E Gi for i = 1, . . . ,m, the point C(i of Di is not contained in DC. Therefore, 
Di n DC c Di is of codimension >/ 1 for each i because Di is irreducible and hence 
D n DC c A is of codimension Z 2. 
Third, we shall show that, if a E A\(D u DC) is chosen generally, then &(D) n &DC) 
c S, is of real codimension 2 2. For this, it is enough to show that there is at least one such 
a E A\(D u DC). Since Di n DC is of complex codimension 2 1 in Di as is seen above, there 
exists a set of countably many points {a,, a,, . . ., } on (Dl u ... u D,)\D, which is dense in 
D1 u ... vD, in the classical topology. For a point a E A\Dc, we denote by 
T,(D,) c A\(D v D,-) the locus of all a’ E A\(D u DC u {u}) such that the real affine line 
connecting u and a’ intersects DC. Since T,(D,) is contained in the union of all real affine 
lines connecting a and the points of DC, which is semi-algebraic of real codimension 2 1 in 
A, T,(D,) does not contain any classically open subset of A\(D u DC) for any a with a 4 DC. 
Hence, by Baire’s category theorem, there exists a point u E A\(D u DC) which is not 
contained in u ,P”= 1 r,JD,). By definition, we see that 
w,(Ui)$ &(D,) for all i. 
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Since (ai, u2, . ..} is dense in D1 u +.e u D, in the classical topology, this implies that 
%(D, u ... u D,) n &(Dc) does not contain any classically open subset of 
%(D, v ... u D,). Since both of &D, u ... u D,) and &(Dc) are of real codimen- 
sion 2 1 in S,, this implies that &(D, u ... u D,) n &(Dc) is of real codimension > 2 in 
S,. Thus &(D) n &DC) c S, is of real codimension 2 2. 
We now fix an origin o E A\(D u Dc) such that &(D) n &DC) c S, is of real codimen- 
sion 2 2. We shall show that there exists a point x0 E C such that &(D) n &DC) n 
l?O(D+,l) c S, is of real codimension > 3. Let &(D, Dc) c &(D) n &DC) be the locus of 
all points s E &,(D) n &DC) at which &D) n &(Dc) is locally of real dimension 
dim S, - 2. Then &D, Dc) is a semi-algebraic subset of real codimension 2 in S,. Since 
Ec c A is of complex codimension > 2, RJE,) c S, is of real codimension > 3. Therefore, 
there exists a set of countably many points {si, s2, . . . } on &(D, DC)\&&) which is dense 
in &(D, Dc) in the classical topology. For sV, let L; c A be the real affine semi-line 
connecting o and s, with the endpoint o. Since s, $ R,,(&), the locus 
A,,:= {x E C: there exists a E L: such that x E Wa} 
is semi-algebraic of real codimension > 1 in C. By Baire’s theorem again, there exists a point 
x0 E C\ u ,“= 1A,. Then L: does not intersect D{,,) for all v, and hence l?,,(D+,,)) contains 
none of s,. Thus, by the same argument as above, &(D) n R,(Dc) n &(Di,,)) c S, is of 
real codimension B 3. 
Then R,(D) n R,(W n R,U&,)) c A is also of real codimension 2 3. 0 
We put 
Q:= R,(D) n Wk) n UD{x,}). 
Note that this subset of A is classically closed. 
For a continuous functionf : S, --t [w ,o, we denote by U, c A the open subset 
which contains O. For the construction of the open subsets Vi in the data, we need the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. For any classically closed subset r c A which does not contain o, there exists 
a sequence of continuous functions fi, f2, . . . from S, to lwlo such that (i) U,, c U,, c a.., 
(ii) the closure U,, is contained in A\R,(T) f or each i, and (iii) u,zl Ufi = A\R,(T). 
Proof Let & : S, + [w, o u { co } be the function 
SH 
i 
min{r: there exists a point a E I such that w,(u) = s and rO(a) = r}; 
00, if there are no points a E I with w,(u) = s. 
Then 6,- is lower semi-continuous in the sense that {s E S,: 6,(s) < R} is closed for any 
RE[W. Indeed, {SE&: 6,(s) d R} is the image of I n Ball(R) via the projection 
w,:A\{o} + S,, where Ball(R) is the closed ball of radius R with the center o. Since 
I n Ball(R) is compact, its image is closed in S,. If I = 8, then Lemma 2 is trivial. 
Therefore, we assume I # 0. Let 11 s’ - s 11 denote the distance between s’ and s. Let I be 
a small positive real number such that Ball(A) n I- = 8. Since 6r(s) + n II s’ - s/I is also 
a lower semi-continuous function of s for a fixed s’ ES,, it attains a minimum on S,. 
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Therefore, we can define II&!, a-valued functions 
i(s):= min,,,{b,(s) + n 11s’ - sll} and f,(s’):=x(s’) - t 
on S,. (This family of functions is due to Steenbrink.) These functions are continuous. 
Indeed, let E be any positive real number. Let s’, S” E S, be points such that 11 s’ - S” 11 < E/C 
Let sb,s: E S, be points such that 
f”(s’) = S&J + n 11 s’ - sk 11 and %(s”) = 6&f) + n II s” - si 11. 
Then, by definition, we have 
i(s) < 6&i) + n )I s’ - si II < 6&g) + n II s” - si II + s =i(s”) + 6. 
Interchanging s’ and s”, we also have &s”) <i(s’) + E. Thus the i are continuous, and 
hence so are the fn. It is obvious that the functionsf, satisfy (i) and (ii). To prove that they 
satisfy (iii), it is enough to show that, if r < &(s’), then there exists no such thatf”,(s’) > r, 
because&s’) is non-decreasing with respect o n for a fixed s’. Let s; E S, be the points as 
above. Since S, is compact, there exists an accumulation point sb, of a sub-sequence of 
{ s;,s;,...}. If s’#s’,, thenx(s’) --+a~ when n +co. Suppose s’=sI,. Since {SE&,; 
6,(s) > I) is an open subset containing s’, there exists no such that s& enters in this open 
subset. Thus&s’) = S&J + no II s’ - s&II > r. cl 
We call a sequencef,J,, . . . of continuous functions S, -+ R, o which satisfies (i)-(iii) an 
exhausting sequence for A\&(T). Let fi,f2, . . . (resp. gl,gz, . ..) (resp. h,, h2, . ..) be an 
exhausting sequence for A\&(D) (resp. A\R,(D,)) (resp. A\R,(D{,,))). We put 
Ui I= U, U U,J~ V Uh,. 
It is easy to see that uz, Ui = A\(R,(D) n R,(Dc) r\ R,(D{,,})) = A\l2. 
We shall now construct a section si of p over Vi. We have a constant section 
(Ti:U H (U,Xo) 
- 
of pc: Y, + A over Uhf because Uhi c A\R,(D+,)). We put Ti c XJhi and 5 c Ugi as 
follows; 
Ti:= {a E A\{c}; hi(m,(a)) = r,(a) G gi(m,(a))} 
6: = {a E A\(d); hi(o,(a)) 6 r,(a) d gi(o,(a))). 
- 
It is easy to see that Ti is a strong deformation retract of vi. Since 6 c lJgi c A\R,(D,), the 
projection pC : Y, + A is a locally trivial fiber space over 5. Therefore, the section oi I Ti on 
Ti c Uhi extends to a section over Vi. Since Uhi n Vi = Ti and Uhi u Vi = Ugi u Uhi, we get 
a section o: of pC over Ugi u U,,i. Then, using the fact that p : Y + A is a locally trivial fiber 
space over Ufi, we can show, by the same argument, that CT; can extend to a section a; ti si 
of p : Y + A over Ufi u Ugt u Uhi = a. Since si(o) = (0, x0) for all i, we have completed the 
construction of the hoped-for data. 0 
P’ 
3. COMPLEMENTS OF DUAL HYPERSURFACES IN THE GRASSMANNIAN VARIETY 
In this section, we shall prove Proposition 1. 
First, we describe the group M(O;d,, . . . ,d,) in an aigebro-geometric way. Let 
= @ u { co > be a projective line with an affine coordinate. Let 
W:={[P~,...,P~]:P~E~’ and Pi#Pjfori#j} 
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be the space of non-ordered distinct d points of P’, which is isomorphic to the complement 
of the discriminant hypersurface in Pd z (p’)d/Gd. Let 
K:= [PY, . . ..P.o] E99 
be a base point. Then the fundamental group 7~~ (98, K) is the sphere braid group of d strings. 
By [l, Lemma 4.2.31, its center is isomorphic to Z/22, and generated by the homotopy 
equivalence class of the loop 
t i-b [exp(Zn&it)Py, . . . ,exp(2nfl(t)Pt] 
i.e., a round trip around 0 and co E P’. In other words, the center of rr1(9#, K) is the image of 
the natural homomorphism 
rr1(PGL(2),id) + x1(9&K) 
induced by the action of PGL(2) on P’. The mapping class group M(O;d) of an oriented 
2-sphere S2 E P’ with the distinguished  points K is the quotient of a, (g’, K) by its center 
(cf. [l, Theorems 4.3 and 4.41). We denote the quotient map by a; 
1 + z1(PGL(2),id) + ~c~(&?,K)~ M(O;d) -+ 1 (exact). 
Let & be the permutation group of K. There is a natural homomorphism 
B: M(0; d) -+ GiK. 
For a partition 
K = K1 I.I...LIK,,, (disjoint union) with Card(KJ = dj 
ofK,wedenotebyG(K,, . . ..K.) c G’K the subgroup consisting of all permutations (T such 
that a(Ki) = Ki for i = 1, . . . , m. Let g(dl, . . . ,d,) be the space 
of distinct d points on P’, where ( ... ) denotes an ordered sequence while [ ..+ ] denotes 
a non-ordered one. Consider the natural morphism 
a(d 13 .. ..d.) -98 
(CP l,...,Pdl],...,[Pd,+...+d,_,+l,...,Pdl) H [pl,...,pdI* 
By this morphism, nl(.4f(dl, . . . ,d,), (K,, . . . , K,)) is identified with 
(Boa)-‘(G(K,, . . ..K.)) = ni(.%K). 
On the other hand, M(0; dl, . . . ,d,) c M(O;d) is identified with fl-‘(G(K,, . . . ,K,)). 
Therefore, we have an exact sequence 
1 + n,(PGL(2),id) + nl(B(dl, . . . ,d,), (K,, . . . ,K,)) + M(O;dl, . . . ,d,) -P 1. (3.1) 
We shall now prove the first part of Proposition 1. We fix, once and for all, a point Q in 
P”, and denote by G$, c Grass (p’, IP”) the variety of all lines which do not pass through Q. 
We shall use this Cd, as the F in Theorem 1. Since n >, 3, the complement Grass 
(P”, 1Fp”)\G+~c is of codimension > 2. Hence Assumption (1) of Theorem 1 holds. For 
a general V= (VI, . . . . I’,,,), the locus U( V’)\G,, is also of complex codimension 2 2 in 
U(V). Hence their fundamental groups nl(U( V)) and x1 (U( V) n Gjp) are naturally 
isomorphic. Therefore, it is enough to show that, for a general V, the monodromy 
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representation 
is surjective and that its kernel is contained in the center and is generated by at most 
m elements. 
Let 
Ai c P(r(P”, O(di))” )
be the variety of all hypersurfaces in P” of degree di which do not contain the point Q, and 
let A be the product A1 x ... xA,. Then A is isomorphic to an affine space. We put 
9:= {(I,(&.., V,)) E G$o x A: 1 intersects u > 1 6 at distinct 1:’ 1 di points}. 
We denote by W the complement (Gjo x A)\@ and give it the reduced structure. We see that 
Wis a reduced divisor of G,, x A. Indeed, consider the first projection W + G,,. Since the 
group of all linear automorphisms of P” which fix Q acts on Wand G,, equivariantly, and 
acts on G$, transitively, this morphism gives W a structure of the locally trivial fiber space 
over G,,. It is easy to see that each fiber is a divisor in A. (Later we shall investigate the 
structure of the complement of this divisor.) As before, if V = (VI, . . . , V,) is a point of A, we 
denote by W, the scheme-theoretic ntersection (Gjo x {V}) n W, which is regarded as 
a subscheme of G$,. 
LEMMA 3: The locus {V E A: W, t GJ~ is not a reduced ivisor) is of codimension 2 2 
in A. 
This lemma is the crucial point where we use the assumption n 2 3. Consider the case 
when n = 2. Then, if the plane curve VI c Pz of degree dI acquires an ordinary double 
point, which occurs on a locus of codimension 1 in A, then its dual curve in (P’j 
degenerates to the union of a curve of degree d: - dI - 2 and a double line. 
Proof of Lemma 3. First note that if C = u y= 1 Ci c P2 is a normal crossing divisor 
such that each Ci is a non-singular curve of degree di, then its dual curve 
c”:= {kp2j: Card (I n C) < degree C} 
is reduced and of a fixed degree 6 determined only by dI, . . . , d,. 
Suppose that V E A is a point of the locus in the statement of Lemma 3. Let P c P” be 
a general two-dimensional plane, and G(P) c G,, the variety of all lines on P. Then 
G(P) n W,, which is the dual curve of P n V in P, is not a reduced curve, and if it is a curve, 
its reduced part is of degree < 6. Hence P n V c P cannot be a simple normal crossing 
divisor of m irreducible components. Since n > 3 and P is general, this implies that the locus. 
is of codimension 2 2 in A. 0 
Thus Assumption (2) of Theorem 1 also holds. By Theorem 1, we see that the inclusion 
U(V) n G+, 4 % induces an isomorphism on their fundamental groups for a general V E A. 
Therefore, it is enough to show that the natural monodromy representation 
is surjective with the kernel contained in the center and that there is a surjection from Pm 
to its kernel. 
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Consider the first projection 
pr, 1% + G,,. 
By the argument of using the action of linear automorphisms of P” which fix Q, we see that 
% is a locally trivial fiber space over G,,. We fix a line E0 E Gjo, and consider the fiber F0 
over IO. (This space PO is the complement in A of the fiber of the first projection W -+ G$a.) 
Since G$o is simply connected, we have an exact sequence 
(3.2) 
We fix an isomorphism I0 E P’. Then there exists a natural surjective morphism 
ICI: F,, + 93(dl, . . ..d.) 
(Vl, ... , v,) H (I, n Vl>...,& n Vi) 
which gives 9,, a structure of the locally trivial fiber space over L!i?(dl, . . . ,d,). 
We shall show that this locally trivial fiber space is homotopically equivalent o the fiber 
product of oriented S’-bundles Y1 , . . . ,9’,,, over B(dl, . . . , d,), and hence there is an exact 
sequence 
b 
Pm + n1(F”lo)- xl(g(4, . . ..&J) + 1 (3.3) 
such that the image of Z@” is contained in the center of rcl(Fto). Indeed, let 
(X0:X1: ... : X,) be homogeneous coordinates of P’” such that Q = (0 : 0: +.. : 1) and 
&=(X2=X3= ... = X, = O}. We consider (X, : X1 ) as homogeneous coordinates on IO. 
Suppose that V = (VI, . . . , V,) is in Y0 and I0 n b’l is given by an equation 
which is of degree di and has no multiple roots. Moreover, gi = 0 and gj = 0 have no 
common roots on lo if i # j. Since 6 $Q, the defining equation of F can be written uniquely 
as follows: 
X$ + Or.gi(Xo,X1) + Fi = 0 
where a is in @ ’ and Fi is a linear combination of monomials of degree di which vanish on 
IO, except for X$. On the other hand, if the equation of each 6 is written as above, then 
v= (VI, . . . . V,) is in the fiber of II/ over ( [zeros of gi], . . . , [zeros of g,] ). The coefficients 
of Fi form an affine space. Therefore, $ : go -+ ST(dl, . . . , d,) is the fiber product of fiber 
bundles 9’;, . . . , Yk, each of which has a fiber isomorphic to the product of @ ’ with an 
affine space. Since 9; is homotopically equivalent to an oriented S’-bundle 5@i, we have 
proved the claim. 
We shall next show that the image of 
~LZ($Q) 
o in (3.2) 
A 711 (Fo) b nl(.B(dl, . . ..d.)) 
is the same as the image of n,(PGL(2),id) + n,(93(dl, . . . , d,)) in (3.1). If this is proved, then 
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we will get the commutative diagram of exact sequences 
%(GJQ) = %('$Q) 
I a I boa 
Z@” - Zl(PO) ~.l(Lqdl, ... ,&I))---+ 1 
(3.4) 
I I 
1 1 
such that the image of Zo” + rrl (a) is contained in the center, and hence we complete the 
proof. (Note that, since b is the natural monodromy representation, so is the induced 
homomorphism @.) 
We fix a two-dimensional plane II c P” such that IIJQ, II 3 Z,,, and choose a point 
ReIO. The group Q($Q)~ H,(GJQ, Z) s Z is generated by the homotopy equivalence 
class of the subvariety G(II, R) c G+Q of lines on II which pass through R. We define 
F(II,R) to be the fiber product 
P(l-LR) 4 92 
1 q 1 
GVL R) 4 G+Q. 
Let g(II, R) be the variety of all 
(l,([p,, . . ..Pd.l, [Pd,+l, . . ..pd.+&l~ ...v [PI,+ +d,-,+l, .*.,Pdl)) 
where I E G(ll, R) and Pi E 1 such that Pi # Pj for i # j. Then B(II, R) is also a locally trivial 
fiber space over G(II, R) by the first projection and there exists a natural morphism 
F(II, R) -+ g(ll, R) of locally trivial fiber spaces over G(II, R), which induces Ic/ :9,, + 
WV 1, . . . , d,) between the fibers over I,, E G(II, R). It is obvious that the image of b 0 a is the 
image of the boundary homomorphism 
of the locally trivial fiber space a(II, R) --f G(ll, R). 
We fix an affine coordinate t on G(II, R) z P’ such that lo corresponds to the point 
t = 0. We also fix homogeneous coordinates (X : Y: Z) on II such that R = (1: 0 : 0) and the 
line corresponding to t is given by tY = Z. We put 
and define a map p : A + G(II, R) by 
r(p(re>-_)) = 
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It is easy to see that p is continuous. We shall construct a section e of w’ + A where 
A - G(KR) P 
is the fiber product. Then the image of the loop aA via the section cr and .4? + a(II,R), 
which is contained in the fiber of 4?(II, R) + G(II, R) over Ia, will represent he image of the 
generator of Q(G(II,R)) z Z by the boundary map Q(G(II, R)) + n1(9Y(dl, . . . ,d,)). 
Let c i, . . . , cd be distinct complex numbers, where d = Cdi. For w E A, we define points 
Pi(w) on the line IpCw) corresponding to p(w) E G(II, R) as follows: 
Pi(W) I= 
i 
(1 : reJTeci: Ci) if 0 < r < 1 
(1 1 e”-“Ci : (2 - r)ci) if 1 < r < 2. 
By putting 
we get the hoped-for section. Along the circle aA = {r = 2}, these points Pi(2eJ-“) make 
a round trip around (1: 0: 0) on lo, which is the motion generated by the action of the 
generator of 7t,(PGL(2),id) on l,,. This completes the proof of the first assertion of 
Proposition 1. 
Assertion (2) can be proved in a similar way. Instead of Gjo, we use 
GSp:= {I E Grass(P’, P”):hP} as the F in Theorem 1, where P is the center of the 
projection. Let A’ be the space of all V = (VI, . . . , V,) such that vi j P for i = 1, . . . , m. We 
introduce a Zariski open subset 
%?‘:= {(I,(V,, . ..) V,,,)) E G,, x A’: I intersects UT= 1 vi at distinct CT= 1 di points) 
of G,, x A’. Using Theorem 1, we can show that 7c1 (U,( V)) is isomorphic to zII(43!‘) for 
a general VE A’. Let 9b be the fiber over I0 E G,, of the first projection a’ + G3,,, which 
makes 43’ a locally trivial fiber space over GsP. We put E = l,\(P), and denote by 
g:E(di, . . . ,d,) the configuration space of all 
<[Pi, ... rPdl],[Pdl+1,...rPd,+d2],...,[Pdl+...+d,-I+1,...,Pdl+...+d,]) 
such that Pi E E and Pi # Pj for i # j. Then the center of rci (aE(dl, . . . , d,)) is isomorphic to 
an infinite cyclic group Z, and the quotient of TC~(A~~(~~, . . . ,d,)) by its center is just 
M(0; 1, dl, . . . , d,) (cf. [7]). An explicit description of the generator of the center is also given 
in [7]. Now there is a natural morphism 
$’ : P; -, 9iJE(dl, . . . ,d,) 
(VI, . . . , K) t+ (4 n VI, . . . ,lo n Vi) 
which makes 9b a locally trivial fiber space over gE(dl, . . . , d,). In this case, the fiber of 1(/’ 
is an affine space. Therefore, we have 
rti(%) z rti(as(4, . . . ,d,)). 
It can be shown that the image of the boundary homomorphism n,(G,,) + rti(YGb) 
associated with $Y + GSP coincides with the center. Therefore, we get 
rtl(U,(V)) z nl(%‘) s nl(Bb)/Im(rt,(G,~) + ni(S%)) z M(0; l,dl, . . . ,d,) 
for a general VE A’. 0 
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Remark 1. It is shown in [3] that, if Edi 2 3, then KZ(~(Cdi)) is trivial, and hence SO is 
%(~(dl, . . . ,d,)). Therefore, the homomorphism h@” + r~i(9~) in (3.3) is actually an 
injection. Hence, by (3.4), the kernel of the monodromy representation @ of x1 (U( V)) 
cannot be trivial when m 2 2. 
4. COMPLEMENTS OF CERTAIN SINGULAR PLANE CURVES 
In this section, we shall prove Proposition 2. 
Let A be the space r(p*,O(p)) x r(!P*,O(q)) of all pairs (f,q) of homogeneous poly- 
nomials of degree p and q in three variables. Then A is isomorphic to an affine space. For 
(X 9) E A, we put 
F w.e):=f’ + gp> C~.ej:= (F,I,,, = O> = p2 
and consider the space 
a:= ((MM) E P* x A: F,f,,,(P) Z 0). 
Then % is a complement of a divisor in P2 x A, and P2\Ccf,8, is the fiber over (J; g) E A of 
the second projection % + A. On the other hand, the first projection % + P* is a locally 
trivial fiber space because GL(3) acts on % and P* equivariantly, and on [Fp* transitively. For 
the later use, we write these actions more explicitly. We consider P* as the space P*(V) of all 
one-dimensional inear subspaces in a three-dimensional linear space V. The space 
T(lP*, O(1)) is identified with the dual space I’-= Horn (V, Q. We let y E GL( V) act on 
V and P* from the left; u H y . u (i.e. we write elements of V and P* as column vectors). The 
action of GL( V) on T(P*, O(1)) is then given by 
(y,f)(o):=f(y-5~) for f~ rp*,o(i)) = V”. 
This action is extended canonically to the actions of GL( V) on T(P*, Co(p)) and T(P*, O(q)). 
Therefore, GL(Y) acts on P* x A from the left. It is easy to see that this action remains 
% stable and the projection 9 + P* is equivariant. We now introduce homogeneous 
coordinates 
X 
i 1 
Y 
>Z 
of P2. We denote by 9-O the fiber of % + P2 over 
1 
e, = 0 E P2. 
0 .O 
By Theorem 1, it is enough to prove the following two claims. 
CLAIM 1. The locus Dnr:= {(f,g)E A: C~J,~J c P* is not a reduced divisor} is of codimen- 
sion 2 2 in A. 
CLAIM 2. There exists an isomorphism x1(9,,) r G(p,q) such that the image of the 
boundary homomorphism 7r2(P2) + rcl(gO) is the cyclic subgroup generated by j?“. 
Proof of Claim 1. First note that the locus 
((A g) E A: f and g have a common divisor of degree 3 l} 
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is of codimension 3 2 in A. Suppose that there exists an irreducible component D’ of D,, of 
codimension 1 in A. Let (j&g,,) be a general point of D’. Let he = 0 be the defining 
homogeneous equation of the reduced part of a non-reduced irreducible component of 
c (fo.eo)* There exists an integer I 2 2 and a homogeneous polynomial Q. such that 
j-J+g;=hb.Qo. 
The tangent space Ttlo,eoj,A of A at (Jo, go) can be canonically identified with the linear 
space A. Let (fi, si) o A g %,.go),A be any tangent vector to D’ at (fO, go). Since 
(fO, go) E D’ is general, there exist homogeneous polynomials h1 and Q1 of degree deg ho 
and deg Q,, respectively, such that 
(fo + afi)’ + (go + Egl)p = (h, + W'(Qo + &QI) 
where E is a dual number; s2 = 0. Then we have 
G-l IkflY ‘“fl + PK h). 
Since the tangent space Tf/,,eoj,D, c Tc,o,80J,A z A is a linear subspace of codimension 1 by 
the hypothesis, it intersects Al := T(P2, O(p)) x (0) in a non-zero linear subspace of 
codimension G 1. If (fi,O) E Tc/o,Boj,D, n Al, then 
h;-‘If,4-‘&. 
Since the divisor (ho = 0} is irreducible, either hoIf0 or hoIf holds. However, the space 
{ (fi, 0): h,-, Ifi > is of codimension > 2 in Al. Therefore, we have 
holfo. 
By the same argument, we have h,,l go and hence f. and go have a common divisor of 
degree 2 1. Thus we get a contradiction. 0 
Proofof Claim 2. Let tr be the coefficient of Xp offand 5, the coefficient of X4 of g. Let 
Y be the complement of the curve (<T + <: = 0} in an affine space A2 with the affine 
coordinates (<,, 5,). Then the fiber F. is isomorphic to the space 
Y x an affine space. (4.1) 
By [2, Chap. 4 (2.21)], we have nl(To) z G(p,q). 
We now investigate the boundary map 7r2(P2) + xl(Fo). Let L be the line (2 = O}. 
Then 7r2(P2) is generated by the homotopy equivalence class of L 4 P”. We choose a base 
point of PO at (fo,go) = (0,X4). We make use of the closed disk A = {w = reJTe E @; 
r = I w I < 2) again. We define a continuous map 
4:A + GL(V) 
as follows: 
&red-‘):= 
,J-l6 re J-0 -1 0 
1 1 0 ifO<r< 1 
0 0 1 
eJTe eJ-le_l 0 
2-r (2-r)+(r-l)e-J3e 0 
0 0 1 
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It is easy to check the following: (a) $(2) = identity; (b) if we define &,:A + P2 by 
#0(w):= #(w)eo, then #Jo is a surjection from A to L z P’, which induces a homeomor- 
phism between A\aA and L\{e,,}; an d ( ) c moreover, & maps the boundary aA to the point 
eo. By w H (w, 4(w),(O, X4)), we get a section (T of 9’ + A where %’ is the fiber product 
Then the loop Jo 0 e Id,, :aA + so in so, which is given by 
8 E Iw/2~z H c#$eJqe )*(0,X4) = (O,(e-JTeX + (1 - eJq@)y)q), 
represents the image of the generator of n2(P2) via the boundary homomorphism. We 
project this loop to Y by (4.1), and get the loop 
e H (<,, [,) = (0, e-J-l@). 
This loop represents P-q E G(p,q) via the isomorphism ILL = G(p,q) indicated in 
[2, Chap. 4 (2.2111. q 
Remark 2. By modifying the above method, we can prove the following result, which 
was also proved in [g]. Let a, b andf, g be general homogeneous polynomials of (X, Y, Z) of 
fixed degrees such that dega + qdegf = deg b + pdegg. Consider the curve C c P2 de- 
fined by 
a.f+b+g”=O. 
If p 2 3 or q > 3, then C has badly singular points, worse than the ordinary double point. 
However, if dega > 1 or degb 3 1, then rtl(P2\C) is abelian. 
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